The Migrant Experience – Belonging

Subject Headings

Australia – Immigration and emigration
Australia – Immigration and emigration – History
Australia – Immigration and emigration – Fiction
Australia – Immigration and emigration – Social aspects
Australia – Immigration and emigration – Personal accounts
Australia – Immigration and emigration – Anecdotes
Ethnic groups in Australia
Ethnic groups in Australia – Personal accounts
Belonging – English topic area
Journeys – English topic area

Fiction

Does my head look big in this? F ABD
Belonging F BAK
The story of Rosy Dock F BAK
Stefania’s dancing slippers F BEC
Sleep rough tonight F BON
No more borders for Josef F CHA
Refuge F FRE
Mahtab’s story F GLE
The Secret river F GRE
The Kite Runner F HOS
Rose Blanche F INN
Brown skin blue F JEF
The Namesake F LAH
Ziba came on a boat F LOF
Sian F LUC
How I live now F ROS
Town F ROY
The Catcher in the rye F SAL
Refugee: the diary of Ali Ismail F SUN
The Arrival F TAN
My place F WHE
Woolvs in the sitee F WIL
Videos

Family Footsteps
The development of multiculturalism in Australia
Go back to where you came from
The world on your plate, mate! Multiculturalism influences on the Australian diet
My big fat Greek wedding
The Fringe dwellers
Ten canoes
The leaving of Liverpool
Dead poets society
Looking for Alibrandi
Rabbit-Proof fence
Gallipoli

Non fiction

The glory garage: Growing up Lebanese Muslim in Australia
Immigration and tourism
Face the facts
People and population
Australia’s immigration debate
Tales from a suitcase: The Afghan experience
Immigration
Immigration and citizenship
All of us: a snapshot of 21st century Australia
The ties that bind: six journeys of a lifetime
Multiculturalism
Multiculturalism in Australia
HSC Belonging: An education resource from the Herald Education
Italian Australians
Unpolished Gem
Thai Australians
Growing up Asian in Australia
Japanese Australians
Tales from a suitcase
Families and cultural diversity in Australia
Desert sorrow: asylum seekers at Woomera
Asylum: voices behind the razor wire
Future seekers: refugees and the law in Australia
Lives in limbo: voices of refugees under temporary protection
Refugees
Australian immigration stories 1900-1940  NF 325.94 COU
Australian immigration stories 1940-1960  NF 325.94 COU
Australian immigration stories 1960-1980  NF 325.94 COU
Australian immigration stories 1980-  NF 325.94 COU
The changing face of Australia: a century of immigration 1901-2000 NF 325.94 WAL
Mao’s last dancer  NF 792.8092 LI
The Peasant Prince  NF 792.8092 LI
Nelson belonging: a text for senior English students  NF 820.9 HOP
The Belonging workbook: 2009-2012 HSC Standard and Advanced English area of study  NF 820.9 PAT
Belonging: Area of study: HSC English resource: a standard, advanced and ESL approach  NF 820.9 RIG
Belonging: an area of study  NF 820.9 STA
Dark dreams: Australian refugee stories  NF A820.8 DAR
Australian mosaic: an anthology of multicultural writing  NF A820.8003 AUS
Immigrant Chronicle  NF A821.3 SKR
The Australian people: an encyclopedia of the nation, its people and their origins NF 994 AUS

Newspaper folders

Kids speak out about immigration detention experiences  VF 304.894 KID